MOTOR CITY EXPRESS

CSX MODERN AUTO CARRIER SET
A Standard O Scale Legacy SD80MAC leads this modern freight consist, featuring the 89’ Auto Rack Car. Like real auto carriers, the end doors open to reveal a bi-level rack divider in the interior. And the last car in the set also features an end of train device (ETD). Expand this special set with additional Auto Carriers.

Set Includes
- 6-29372 CSX SD80MAC
- 6-27581 Scale CSX SD80MAC LEGACY #809
- 6-27464 Grand Trunk 89’ Auto Carrier
- 6-27468 Union Pacific 89’ Auto Carrier
- 6-27467 Santa Fe 89’ Auto Carrier

LEGACY SD80MAC Features
- LEGACY Control System equipped—able to run in LEGACY Control mode, in TrainMaster Command Control mode, or in Conventional mode with a standard transformer
- FYI Speed Control with On/Off switch
- LEGACY RailSounds sound system featuring:
  - CrewTalk dialog and TowerCom announcements, each with different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped
  - Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
  - Eight diesel RPM levels
  - LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with instant response for realistic signature “quilling” and correctly timed warning signals
  - Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
  - Sequence Control plays the sound effects of an entire trip, including warning sounds and announcements, based on the movement and speed of the locomotive
  - Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects
  - Front and rear ElectroCouplers
  - Dual powerful maintenance-free motors with momentum flywheels
  - Refined Conventional Transformer Control
  - Mode with lower starting speeds
  - Friction tires
  - Fan-driven smoke unit
  - Adjustable smoke output
  - Directional lighting including LED headlights
  - Operating marker lights
  - Illuminated number boards
  - Illuminated cab interior
  - Oscillating ditch lights
  - Die-cast metal trucks, pilot, and fuel tank
  - Metal frame
  - Separately applied metal details
  - Engineer and conductor figures
  - Minimum Curve: 0-36 (loco only)
  - Length: 19 1/2” (loco only)

89’ Auto Carriers (in set and separate sale) Feature
- Accurate 1:48 scale design
- Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
- Hidden uncoupling tabs
- Rotating bearing caps on trucks
- Opening doors at both ends
- Bi-level rack in interior
- ETD End-of-Train device on rear of ATSF car
- Self-adjusting couplers allow for operation on tighter curve layouts

- Minimum Curve: 0-54 (cars)
- Length: Approx. 24” each
- Set Length: Approx. 115”
- Set Minimum Curve: 0-54
- Each car in set individually boxed

A. 6-11180 CSX SD80 Motor City Express Set $985.99

Separate Sale Auto Carriers
B. 6-29372 BNSF 89’ Auto Carrier Car $109.99 NEW!
C. 6-29373 Canadian National 89’ Auto Carrier Car $109.99 NEW!
D. 6-29376 Conrail 89’ Auto Carrier $109.99 NEW!
E. 6-29380 CSX 89’ Auto Carrier Car $109.99 NEW!
F. 6-29382 Union Pacific 89’ Auto Carrier Car $109.99 NEW!
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